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co-operative database, participants can achieve much more effective marketing than
is possible on their own. This approach allows consumers to be viewed not from a
narrow perspective of donations or purchases made with one organisation, but with an
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The result is a powerful database that allows fundraisers, publishers and multi-channel
retailers to make a real difference in how they grow the value and profitability of their
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The Insight Data Co-operative is a unique, yet proven concept for the not-for-profits,
publishing and multi-channel retailing sectors. It is based on the premise that by
combining transactional information from a wide range of organisations into a single
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co-operative database, participants can achieve much more effective marketing than
is possible on their own. This approach allows consumers to be viewed not from a
narrow perspective of donations or purchases made with one organisation, but with an
unprecedented insight into their giving or purchasing behaviour across multiple sectors.
Such giving or purchasing information, from actual individual donors or customers,
suddenly allows organisations to view their prospects and existing donors or customers
across a range of critical areas including:
!
!
!
!
!
!

What types of charity causes they support
What types of products they purchase
When they make their donations or purchases
How much they give or spend
How many times they give or purchase via direct mail
How many charities or organisations they support or purchase from

The result is a powerful database that allows fundraisers, publishers and multi-channel
retailers to make a real difference in how they grow the value and profitability of their
businesses.

Benefits of the Insight Data Co-operative
Whether you’re looking to improve your approach to generating new business or
seeking to maximise the value of your existing donor or customer housefile, the Insight
Data Co-operative can provide you with the data-driven solutions to achieve your
specific objectives.
Free to join, participation offers a wide range of benefits including:
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